SEABIRDS FLY BENEATH A BLUE SKY OVER
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For the first nine months of 2017, there were 8.3 million trips and £2.2 billion spend by GB residents taking
overnight visits to Scotland. (For year to September, domestic tourism to GB as a whole recorded -1.0% in
trips and +1.9% in spend). By contrast UK residents took 54.5 million visits abroad in the first nine months of
2017, 3% more than the same period last year and spent £33.5 billion (in nominal terms), up 5% on the year
to August 2016. It should be noted that for the three months to September 2017, UK residents took -2.6%
fewer trips abroad, the first noted decline in UK outbound for several quarters.
Focusing on domestic tourism to Scotland, overnight trips by GB Residents for holiday purposes increased
+8.5% compared to the January to September 2016. Expenditure increased £163 million or 12.7% to £1.5
billion over the same period. Visiting Friends And Relatives declined -10.2% in terms of trips and -11.4% in
expenditure compared to the first nine months of 2016. Although the month of September saw strong gains in
overnight trips to Scotland for Business Travel overall for the year to September, trips and spend recorded
declines from a strong performance in 2016. Tourism Day Visits to Scotland continued to increase in volume
and value in the year to September. 115 million day trips were taken in the first nine months of 2017,
generating £4.6 billion, an increase on both 2015 and 2016.
International Inbound Markets to Scotland for the year to September Increased 15% in terms of trips and 18%
in expenditure. Despite a drop in the North American market in Q3 (Jul-Sep) of -22% following a strong
Q3/2016 from this market. Compared to Q3/2015, July to September 2017 saw North American visitors
increase by +6%. European Travellers, which saw a decline in Q1-Q3/2016 recovered in the same period for
2017 by 18%, the EU15 cohort growing by 23%. The European performance also increased on that of the
same quarters in 2015. European trips growth was also reflected in expenditure with 2017 performance
increasing over 2015 and 2016
Sources: Great Britain Tourism Survey, International Passenger Survey, Great Britain Day Visitor Survey
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